TO: ALL CHAPTERS, ADVISORS, CHAPTER SUPPORT TEAM MEMBERS, DIRECTORS, NATIONAL COUNCIL, WOMEN OF DISTINCTION, PAST NATIONAL PRESIDENTS AND ALUMNAE ASSOCIATIONS

FROM: THE NOMINATING COMMITTEE

DATE: MARCH 8, 2019

It is with a great deal of pleasure that the Nominating Committee presents the following slate for the 2019-2021 Biennium.

NATIONAL PRESIDENT SHARON BLOCK RAPHAEL (Epsilon Theta)

VICE PRESIDENT- CHAPTER ADMINISTRATION HEATHER LORGEREE (Phi Xi)

VICE PRESIDENT-FINANCE MARY SOWDER LAKES (Alpha Kappa)

VICE PRESIDENT-MEMBERSHIP SHANNON COHEN (Beta Beta)

VICE PRESIDENT- CHAPTER OPERATIONS JENNIFER WERGER FELDMAN (Alpha Tau)

VICE PRESIDENT- CHAPTER PROGRAMMING LISA SPECTOR MILLER (Omega)

VICE PRESIDENT-ALUMNAE JOY QUITTNER HUPPERT (Alpha Tau)

Submitted by:

The Nominating Committee

Teri Glaser Cohen (Iota), Chair
Talia Fishbon (Phi Chi)
Leslie Klaidman (Phi Iota)
Sally Strauss Lang (Psi)
Leslie Brown Shiffman (Xi)